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Abstract
Trust can play an important role for the sharing of resources and information in open network environments. Trust
quantification is thus an important issue in dynamic trust management. By considering the fuzziness and
uncertainty of trust, in this paper, we propose a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to quantify trust along with
a trust quantification algorithm. Simulation results show that the trust quantification algorithm that we propose can
effectively quantify trust and the quantified value of an entity’s trust is consistent with the behavior of the entity.
Keywords: trust, credit, reputation, quantification, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

1. Introduction
In open network environments, since there is no central
authority to monitor and punish misbehaving entities,
malicious nodes can easily cause degradation of service1.
Trust can play an important role in open network
environments to help ensure quality of service. Moreover,
trust can be a useful tool for reducing the complexity of
making decisions in addition to providing security2.
Blaze was the first to use “trust management” for solving
network security problems3. Trust can be used to help
entities distinguish between good partners and bad ones.
Thus, trust has received a great deal of attention in recent

years and has been used as a mechanism to ensure
network security. As part of trust management, the issue
of trust computation has also received a lot of attention.
There has been some research work on trust
computation. Blaze et al. and Liu et al. proposed some
trust computation and evaluation methods4,5. Azzedin et
al. applied trust to manage grid resources in which the
trust value of an entity is calculated by combining direct
and recommended trust values6. In EigenTrust7, local
trust values from all peers are collected to calculate the
global trust value of a given peer. In addition, a binary
rating function is adopted in which positive one means
“satisfactory” and zero or negative one means
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“unsatisfactory”. Duma et al. proposed dynamic trust
metrics
for
peer-to-peer
system
in
which
recommendation trust and penalty factor are used for
trust calculation8.
Wang et al. proposed several trust metrics for trust
evaluation in a decentralized environment9 in which a
trust value is a probabilistic value between [0, 1]. Yuan
et al. proposed a trust value calculation function based on
uncertainty reasoning theory10. Christian et al. suggested
a method for trust calculation based on the contexts and
contents of the semantic Web11.
Sun et al. proposed a distributed trust management
scheme in which trust computation is based on
observation and recommendation using mathematical
formulas and trust values are updated periodically based
on current behavior12. Gutscher proposed a new
computational model for trust that integrates
authentication verification into the process of trust
evaluation13. Liang et al. proposed to change the weights
of direct and recommendation trust value as a means of
changing the role of them in trust evaluation14. However,
we notice that the fuzziness nature of trust has not been
considered in any of the above work.
Trust quantification is very important for dynamic trust
management. It is difficult to express trust using
traditional mathematical theory since trust can be
subjective and uncertain. Fuzzy theory can thus be used
to handle uncertainty effectively and has been widely
used in many fields such as natural science, social
science and management15-20.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method uses fuzzy
mathematics to make scientific evaluation by considering
the various factors that could influence a certain thing.
Thus, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is an efficient
method to evaluate things that are affected by various
factors and has been widely applied in evaluation in
recent years21-25. In this paper, we propose a trust
quantification algorithm based on fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation by considering the fuzziness and uncertainty
nature of trust.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we present several important concepts on
trust. In Section 3, we apply fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method to quantify trust and propose a trust
quantification algorithm. In Section 4, we describe an
implementation of the trust quantification algorithm. In
Section 5, we present some experiment results and the

analysis. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this paper in
which we also discuss the direction of our future work.
2. The Concepts
Trust can meet the needs of dynamism and openness of
network environments. To reflect the dynamism of trust,
we first describe some concepts.
Trust quantification: a way of expressing the trust of
an entity on another with a numerical value.
Credit: the evaluation result of the owner of an object
on a subject based on behavior information after certain
interactions between the subject and the object have
completed, which is denoted as C.
Reputation: the degree of trust of an object on a
subject based on the credit values of multiple times,
which is denoted as R.
Credit and reputation are the dynamic ways of
expressing trust. The relationship among trust, credit and
reputation is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Relationship among trust, credit and reputation

2.1. Computation of Credit and Reputation
We use the following two formulas to compute credit and
reputation:
C = S ×T
n

R = ∑ Wi × Ci
i =1

(1)
n

where

∑Wi = 1

(2)

i =1

In Formula (1), T is a trust value and S is the
satisfaction degree of the owner of an object on a subject
in an interaction, and S∈[0,1].
In Formula (2), n is the number of credits, Ci is the
credit value at the ith time and Wi is the weight of Ci for
computing reputation.
Every object keeps an evaluation table in which to
record the subjects that have interacted with it. The
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evaluation table mainly includes: subject’s ID, access
time, trust value, feedback satisfactory degree, credit,
reputation. When a subject issues a request to access an
object, the object will search its evaluation table using
subject’s ID. If a record is found, a new access
evaluation record for the current access is inserted on top
of the most recent one for the same subject. If no record
is found for the subject, it means that this is the first time
that this subject makes access to the object. Then, a new
evaluation record is added into the evaluation table for
this subject. Only the object can write and modify its
own evaluation table whereas the table can be read by all
other objects.
The main features of the evaluation table are as
follows:
(1) It records the behavior of every subject that has
interacted with the object and manages subjects’ trust,
credit and reputation values.
(2) It stores subjects’ past trust and credit information
that are used to compute subjects’ reputation values. The
reputation computation method proposed in this paper
uses the credit values in the evaluation table.
(3) It can be shared with all other objects. When
another object tries to quantify the trust of a subject, the
evaluation table can provide the data for reference.
(4) It stores evaluation records in the order of access
times with the most recent one being placed in the first
entry of the table.
2.2. Weight Determination
Suppose that a subject has accessed an object n times.
The corresponding credit values of the subject are thus
C1, C2, …, Cn, respectively, and the reputation value is
n

R = ∑ Wi × Ci , in which Wi is the weight of the ith credit
i =1

value and Wi∈[0,1]. Based on the attenuation
characteristic of trust, for any two given credit values Ci
and Cj, if i＜j, then Wi ＞Wj.
Assume that Rn+k is the subject’s new reputation,
where k=1, 2, …, n. We select a set of weights W1,
W2, …, Wn that satisfy the following formula:
⎛ n+ k
⎞
F (W1 ,W2 ,..., Wn ) = min ⎜ ∑ W j − k × C j − k − Rn + k ⎟ (3)
⎜ j = k +1
⎟
⎝
⎠
In Formula (3), it requires that n credit weights be
derived according to n history credit samples and used
along with the credit values to compute reputation. If the

calculated reputation value is close to the stored
reputation value, then these credit weights are feasible.
Genetic algorithm, first introduced by John Holland26
in the early 1970s, is a powerful stochastic algorithm
based on the principles of natural selection and natural
genetics. Genetic Algorithm is one of optimization
algorithms, which is invented to mimic some of the
processes observed in natural evolution. It has been
applied in machine learning and optimization problems.
In this paper, we use the genetic algorithm27 to get a set
of credit weights in which the fitness function and the
constraint are shown in formula (4) below:

⎧
⎛ n
⎪ F = min ⎜⎜ ∑ Wi × Ci − Rn
⎪
⎝ i =1
⎨
n
⎪
s
.
t
.
∑Wi = 1
⎪
i =1
⎩

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(4)

3. The Trust Quantification Algorithm
3.1. Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation

Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, which provides a high
level of confidence in decision-making based on fuzzy
logic, is a branch of artificial intelligence. It classifies or
distinguishes things by means of analyzing fuzzy
information as much as possible. By considering the
various factors that influence a certain thing, fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method uses fuzzy
mathematical methods and makes a scientific evaluation
of its merits and shortcomings21.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation uses some concepts
in fuzzy mathematics to evaluate actual problems which
are comprehensive and complex. Fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation is one application of fuzzy mathematical
method. The basic procedure is as follows: (1)
identifying the factors that can be used to judge the target
set and evaluation set; (2) determining the weights of the
factors and their membership degree vector, respectively,
and obtaining a fuzzy evaluation matrix; (3) operating
the fuzzy evaluation matrix of factors and the fuzzy
weight vector to normalize the result. The final result is
the fuzzy evaluation result. Although this method uses
fuzzy mathematics theory, the modeling process is
simple, easy to understand and effective to judge
complex problems. It can be applied to many fields28. In
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this paper, we use fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method to quantify trust.
Following is the procedure for completing the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation:
(1) Establishing expert set F and evaluation set M
F = {1, 2,..., n} .
M = {e1, e2 ,..., em } , where e j ( j = 1, 2,..., m) denotes the

In the evaluation calculation, E = (e1 , e2 ,..., en )
denotes the weight coefficient of all factors on the
significance of comprehensive evaluation. The weight of
an expert i is then
Ci / Ri
(6)
E =

jth evaluation grade.
(2) Establishing fuzzy evaluation matrix R
After giving single factor judgment evaluation on
factor ti and determining its grade of membership (which
is expressed as rij) to judgment grade ej, we can get the
result of a set of single judgment factor ri = (ri1 ,ri2 ,ri3).
Then the set of total judgment factors (in the amount of
m) will create a judgment matrix R.
⎡ r11 r12 ... r1m ⎤
⎢r
r
... r2 m ⎥⎥
R = ⎢ 21 22
⎢ ... ... ... ... ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ rn1 rn 2 ... rnm ⎦
in which rij denotes subjection of the ith expert to jth
grade.
In this paper, subjection can be expressed as:
⎧ 1
0 < x ≤ a1
⎪
⎪ x −a
rij = μ ( xi ) = ⎨ i 1
a1 < x ≤ a2
(5)
⎪ a2 − a1
⎪⎩ 0
x > a2

(4) Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
The results of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are as
follows:
B=E·R
⎡ r11 r12 ... r1m ⎤
⎢r
r
... r2m ⎥⎥
= (e1 , e2 ,..., en ) · ⎢ 21 22
⎢ ... ... ... ... ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ rn1 rn 2 ... rnm ⎦
= (b1 , b2 ,..., bm )
(7)

in which x is the most recent credit value of an expert on
a subject.
(3) Determining the weight set

i

n

∑ (C j / R j )
j =1

Based on the principle of maximum subjection, we
select the interval to which maximum subjection scale
corresponds.
3.2. Trust Quantification Procedure

We now use the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
to quantify trust in which the expert set
F = {1, 2,..., n} and the evaluation set M={distrust,
distrust but not certain, trust but not certain, trust}. For
each access request, we select an object node and its
neighboring nodes that have interacted with the subject
as the experts. The trust evaluation table is shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Trust evaluation table
Expert

Weight

Credit

Reputation

Object

E1

C1

R1

Neighbor 1

E2

C2

R2

…

…

…

…

Neighbor n-1

En

Cn

Rn

In this paper, we divide the evaluation set into four
levels:{distrust, distrust but not certain, trust but not
certain, trust} which corresponds to the intervals of
{[0,0.25),[0.25,0.5),[0.5,0.75),[0.75,1]} respectively.
The trust quantification algorithm consists of the
following steps:

trust

Evaluation level
trust but
distrust but
not certain
not certain

distrust

Step 1: Select n-1 neighboring nodes that have
interacted with the subject and get the most recent credit
and reputation values from these nodes for the subject.
Denote the credit and reputation values as Crediti and
Reputationi, respectively. If an object has not had any
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interaction with the subject, both values are 0, namely,
Credit1=Reputation1=0.
Step 2: Compute the subjection of credit to trust
interval using formula (5). Then establish evaluation
matrix R.
Step 3: Compute the weight of every expert using
formula (6).
Step 4: Carry out fuzzy comprehensive evaluation that
generates the result B = (b1 , b2 ,..., bm ) .
Step 5: Select the interval [c,d] that corresponds to
max(bj) based on the principle of maximum subjection.
Step 6: The trust quantification value is thus
Trust = c + (d − c) × b j .
Trust quantification algorithm flow is shown in Fig. 2.

bm = [e1 , e2 ,..., en ] • [r1m , r2m ,..., rnm ]T

bm =

,

namely,

n

∑ (e p rpm ) .

p =0

Let L= min (r1m,r2m,…,rnm) and H = max (r1m,r2m,…,rnm)
L ∈ [0,1]

where
n

n

p =0

p =0

and

H ∈ [0,1]

∑ (e p L) ≤ bm ≤ ∑ (e p H ) ， namely,

can

conclude

that bm ∈ [0,1] .

.

Then,

bm ∈ [ L, H ] . We

Thus,

the

trust

quantification algorithm converges.
Following is time complexity analysis of the trust
quantification algorithm. According to algorithm process,
the efficiency of the algorithm is determined by expert
set number n and evaluation set number m. We can see
from formula (6), the complexity of expert weight is o(n).
The complexity of evaluation matrix is o(m×n).
According to formula (7), the time complexity of the
algorithm is o(m×n2).
4. Implementation of the Algorithm

Fig. 2. Trust quantification algorithm flow

3.3. Algorithm Analysis

Following is our convergence analysis of the trust
quantification algorithm.
Since ∀Ei ∈ E
and
from
formula
(6),
Ei =

Ci / Ri
n

， therefore, Ei ∈ [0,1] . Since ∀rkl ∈ R

∑ (C j / R j )
j =1

and from the algorithm, rkl = μ ( xk ) and Tl = (a1 , a2 ] ,
therefore, rkl ∈ Tl . We can thus see from formula (5)
that rkl ∈ [0,1] . Since B = E • R , ∀bm ∈ B ,

First of all, selection of experts is very important in our
trust quantification method.
In the evaluation, we maintain two data structures: one
is evaluation table, which is described in section 2.1, the
other is access record table. An access record table is
created for every subject to record the information of
objects accessed by the subject. This table includes:
object’s ID, access time and the address of an object’s
evaluation table. Every subject has an access record table
but has neither “write” nor “modify” permissions to its
access record table. The objects that interact with the
subject can “read”, “write” and “modify” their related
records in the subject’s access table.
When a subject issues an access request to an object,
the object will assign to the subject corresponding
permissions after trust quantification. Before the subject
accesses the object, the object would search the subject’s
access record table to find a previous access record. If
such a record is found, the object will update it.
Otherwise, it is the first access by the subject and the
object would add its ID and its evaluation table address
into this subject’s access record table. Then, the subject
makes access to the object. Finally, the subject’s trust,
credit and reputation information is added into the
object’s evaluation table.
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Fig. 3 shows the relationship between subject D’s
access record table and objects’ evaluation tables.

most recently accessed and then randomly select n
objects from them as experts.
The procedure for an object to use the access record
table and the evaluation table is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Relationship between a subject’s access record table
and objects’ evaluation tables

Suppose that we use the fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method to quantify trust in which the number
of experts is n ( n ≥ 1 ) and the number of records in a
subject’s access record table is m, namely, the subject
has accessed m objects. An object would use a subject’s
access record table to select the experts with the
following three scenarios:
(1) If m=0, it means that the subject has not accessed
any objects. The subject’s trust quantification value is
initialized to 0.5.
(2) If 0 < m < n , then n = m + 1 . All the objects are
selected as the experts. To lower the risk of malicious
nodes, create a “virtual expert” with credit and
reputation values between 0.5 and 1, respectively.
(3) If the subject accessed the object in the past, the
object is selected as an expert. If n ≤ m < 2n , randomly
select n objects as the experts. If m ≥ 2n , based on the
access time, determine the 2n objects that the subject

Fig. 4. Procedure for an object to use the access record table
and the object evaluation table

5. An Example and Experiment Analysis
5.1. The Example

In the example, we divide the evaluation set into four
levels:{distrust, distrust but not certain, trust but not
certain, trust} that correspond to the intervals of
{[0,0.25),[0.25,0.5),[0.5,0.75),[0.75,1]}, respectively.
Suppose that the number of experts is n=5 which are
the object and four other objects that have interacted with
the subject. Denote the objects as: Object, Object1,
Object2, Object3 and Object4. The most recent credit and
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reputation values from these objects for the subject are
shown is Table 2.
Table 2. The most recent credit and reputation values
Object

Object1

Object2

Object3

Object4

Credit

0.85

0.74

0.69

0.83

0.75

Reputation

0.91

0.81

0.74

0.87

0.70

Using formula (5), we compute the fuzzy relation
matrix R.
⎡0
⎢0
⎢
R = ⎢0
⎢
⎢0
⎢0
⎣

0
0
0.4 ⎤
0 0.96
1 ⎥⎥
0 0.76
1 ⎥
⎥
0
0
0.32 ⎥
0
1
1 ⎥⎦

Using formula (6), we compute the weight fuzzy
relation matrix E.
E = [0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.23]
The results of the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are
as follows:
B= E • R
= [0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.23]•
0
0.4 ⎤
⎡0 0
⎢ 0 0 0.96
1 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 0 0.76
1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0
0.32 ⎥
⎢0 0
⎢⎣ 0 0
1
1 ⎥⎦
= [0 0 0.56 0.73]

Based on the principle of maximum subjection, the
subject’s trust level is trust, and the trust quantification
value is T = 0.75+(1-0.75)×0.73=0.93.

the honest subject is S∈[0.85,1] and that of the object to
the hostile subject is S'∈[0,0.4].
We use an experiment to determine the number of
experts. The experiment randomly generates ten trust
values for the honest subject and ten trust values for the
hostile one. Monte Carlo Method29,30 is used to evaluate
the number of experts. The experiment executes ten
times. Then we average out the twenty Monte Carlo
evaluated values and get the result for the number of
experts which is four. Consequently, we select the most
recent four credit values to compute reputation.
Based on the sequence of access time, we use genetic
algorithm to get the credit weights for the computation of
reputation.
Fitness function of genetic algorithm can be
constructed based on formula (4) with binary encoding
scheme. The uniform crossover probability pc of genetic
algorithm is 0.45, the point mutation probability pm of
genetic algorithm is 0.1, and the genetic alternation is
100. We randomly search for twenty generated
sequences and then average them out. Based on the
sequence of access time, the credit weights in reputation
computation are: W1=0.482, W2=0.246, W3=0.143,
W4=0.129.
The number of experts that participate in subject
evaluation is four. After each access, satisfaction degree
is randomly created in the satisfaction degree interval.
The two subjects randomly access the object nodes 30
times. The experiment executes 100 times from which
we randomly extract one for illustration here. The
changes of the trust quantification value for the honest
and the hostile subjects are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
respectively.

5.2. Experiment Analysis

In order to verify the validity of the trust quantification
algorithm, we have performed some simulation
developed in Java in which we assume that there are two
subjects and ten objects.
Suppose there are two subjects, one is honest and the
other one is hostile. In order to show dynamism of the
trust quantification algorithm and the algorithm’s fast
response to the change of trust, the trust quantification
value for the honest subject is randomly initialized to a
value between 0.5 and 1 and that for the hostile subject is
randomly initialized to a value between 0.9 and 1. After
each interaction, the satisfaction degree of the object to

Fig. 5. Change of the trust quantification value for the honest
subject
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3.

4.

Fig. 6. Change of the trust quantification value for the hostile
subject

We can see from the figures that, since the honest
subject has good behavior, its trust quantification value
is gradually increasing and, as the hostile subject’s
behavior is malicious, its trust quantification value
drops very quickly. In Fig. 6, there are some rebounds
in the decline process for the hostile subject’s trust
quantification values. The explanation is that since
some experts have not interacted with the hostile
subject recently, their evaluation of the hostile subject
remains the same as earlier.
6. Conclusion

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

In this paper, by considering the fuzziness and the
uncertainty nature of trust, we proposed to apply the
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to quantify
trust and presented a trust quantification algorithm. We
also performed some analysis and experiment to show
that the trust quantification algorithm can effectively
quantify trust and that hostile behavior will get
punished severely with respect to trust while good
behavior will get awarded with increasingly higher
levels of trust. In the future, we will further refine our
algorithm and apply trust quantification to solving
security problems in open systems.
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